
Beyond satellite phones: 

the smartphone experience 
everywhere

People everywhere are moving beyond the reach of 

traditional networks, and they expect their connected 

experience to travel with them. Iridium’s ongoing 

innovation in real mobile, real global communication is 

helping make more of these connections that matter – 

across the entire surface of the  planet, in ways never 

thought possible. 

Iridium has a unique vision for using the power of the 

world’s furthest reaching network to bring extended and 

enhanced personal communications to people and 

organizations, everywhere.

Iridium AxcessPoint
Iridium has developed a new suite of Wi-Fi-enabling 

accessory and software solutions giving people the ability to 

use smartphones, tablets and laptops far beyond the reach 

of existing terrestrial networks. Designed to connect to your 

Iridium satellite phone and establish an Internet connection 

wherever you are in the world, these products are extending 

communications capability like never before.  

Note: Iridium AxcessPoint accessory and software solutions 

will be available October 2011 for Blackberry, Android and 

Windows based solutions. Capability for IOS devices expected 

to deliver late 2011.

Iridium AxcessPoint
Extending Personal Communications



Iridium AxcessPoint
The Iridium AxcessPoint Wi-Fi hotspot accessory combines with your 
Iridium Extreme or Iridium 9555 satellite phone to create an instant 
Wi-Fi hotspot. This enables you to use your trusted devices to check 
emails and stay connected to the office, or keep in touch with family 
and friends – anytime, anywhere. 

Features
• Plug and play functionality – users simply connect their 

Iridium AxcessPoint via USB cable to an Iridium Extreme or 
Iridium 9555 and locate the specified network connection 
on their device.

• Small, light and portable – Iridium AxcessPoint offers 
a mobile Wi-Fi range of 60 to 100 feet, allowing users to 
move around.

• Multiple connections – Iridium AxcessPoint can connect 
multiple smartphones (Blackberry, iOS or Android), tablets 
and laptops for emailing and light web browsing. 

Iridium AxcessPoint Mail & Web
Iridium AxcessPoint Mail & Web offers customers an enhanced user 
experience. The Iridium AxcessPoint Mail & Web software is included 
with the Iridium AxcessPoint accessory or can be downloaded from 
Iridium.com and optimizes the connection to enable up to 15x faster 
email connections and up to 5x faster web browsing than using the 
Iridium AxcessPoint accessory alone. 

Iridium AxcessPoint Connect
Using Direct Internet compression software, Iridium AxcessPoint 
Connect allows you to use your Windows laptop in combination with 
your Iridium 9555 or Iridium Extreme satellite phone to establish an 
Internet connection, everywhere. Enabling your own applications and 
other trusted devices, the software is ideal for customers wanting to 
create a cost-effective WiFi hotspot with smartphones or tablets.

Creates a Wi-Fi hotspot, extending the 
Iridium network to any Wi-Fi-enabled 
smartphone, tablet or laptop for email 
or web browsing of mobile websites.

Iridium AxcessPoint 

Creates a Wi-Fi-enabled Windows 
laptop to connect to any Wi-Fi-enabled 
smartphone or tablet. 

Iridium AxcessPoint
Connect
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Only one communications company connects the entire globe 

Iridium commands the world’s furthest reaching network, making it the only truly global communications 

company with solutions that span from pole-to-pole. Iridium voice and data products provide superior 

communications solutions that allow global companies, government agencies and individuals to stay 

connected everywhere. With a unique, global ecosystem of partners, Iridium continues to create new, 

high-value capabilities that are leading the world into a new era of communication. 

www.iridium.com

• Model: PHS300IC
• Dimensions:  4.7” x 2.8” x .8” 
 (122 mm x 73 mm x 18.5 mm)
• Certifications: FCC, CE, IC, Wi-Fi
• Operating Temp: 0 C to 50 C

Accessory Specifications


